Message from the Vice Chancellor

"It gives me immense pleasure to acknowledge the quarterly publication of 'SMIU Times' newsletter of Sindh Madrassatul Islam University. This newsletter is a combined effort of the students and faculty members of Media Studies and Social Sciences Department, which is a wonderful work by the whole newsletter team. This university has been imparting education to the students of this discipline of Media Studies since its inception in 2012, where students are given practical opportunities by providing them News Lab facilities, TV & Radio Studios (FM Radio Frequency 96.6) to have hands-on experience of the field. This is how this newsletter is going to serve them a platform where they will engage in practical journalism by collecting news and then by editing those for publishing.

Through this publication my university is aiming to keep students, parents and other institutions known about the activities taking place within university. As a head of this prestigious and historical institute, I congratulate the whole team of the newsletter, who have worked hard in making this publication a reality.

Prof. Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh
Vice Chancellor, Sindh Madrassatul Islam University

June 2016

EVENTS & FESTIVALS

CHIEF JUSTICE OF PAKISTAN VISITS SMI UNIVERSITY

by Azeem Khan

Chief Justice of Pakistan, Justice Anwar Zaeen Jamali, visited Sindh Madrassatul Islam University on March 5, 2016. He asked the students of Sindh Madrassatul Islam University to come forward and play the leadership role in conformity with the ideals of Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah. He addressed the faculty, students and staff members of the university.

He was fascinated by the quality of education being provided at the Sindh Madrassatul Islam University. He also admired the educational environment and the great efforts made by Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh for this university due to which it is in the shape how we see this university now.

"I am very impressed to see the Jinnah Museum, where SMIU has preserved valuable records of our Father of the Nation and national heroes."

Chief Justice of Pakistan.
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STUDENTS' VIEWS
by Arslan Khan

I have learnt a lot about different aspects of life from my university Sindh Madrassatul Islam. I have learnt about different people and skills here. The best of all is that I am improving my practical work. I have gained much experience by taking part in different Cultural Festivals & Leadership competitions.

Yusuf Khan
Media Studies & Social Sciences

At the starting of classes I was very scared as to how would be the studies and environment. But at the end of semester, I found the place very secure and great. I have learnt a lot here and faculty is also very cooperative.

Rizwan Khan
Media Studies & Social Sciences

SMIU is an epitome of excellence and national pride. The work done by this institute speaks for itself. SMIU is the great university in the world. Ever since I joined the field of Media Science in SMIU, I am enjoying. The faculty of SMIU is very talented and cooperative.

Danyal Shafiq
Computer Science

SMIU University is nice. I am comfortable in this university’s environment. Thank you Vice Chancellor for letting me to be a part of it.

Navaz Ahmad
Media Studies & Social sciences

Teachers are really cooperative and very caring. They are always willing to guide us whenever we approach them.

Haris Mustafa
Media Studies & Social sciences
Message from the Vice Chancellor

It gives me immense pleasure to acknowledge the quarterly publication of ‘SMIU Times’ newsletter of Sindh Madressatul Islam University. This newsletter is a combined effort of the students and faculty members of Media Studies and Social Sciences Department, which is a wonderful work by the whole newsletter team. This university has been imparting education to the students of this discipline of Media Studies since its inception in 2012, where students are given practical opportunities by providing them News Lab facilities, TV & Radio Studios (FM Radio Frequency 96.6) to have hands-on experience of the field. This is how this newsletter is going to serve them a platform where they will engage in practical journalism by collecting news and then by editing those for publishing.

Through this publication my university is aiming to keep students, parents and other institutions known about the activities taking place within university. As a head of this prestigious and historical institute, I congratulate the whole team of the newsletter, who have worked hard in making this publication a reality.

Professor Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh
Vice Chancellor, Sindh Madressatul Islam University

Chief Justice of Pakistan visits SMIU University

by Azeem Khan

Chief Justice of Pakistan, Justice Anwar Zahoor Jamali, visited Sindh Madressatul Islam University on March 5, 2016. He asked the students of Sindh Madressatul Islam University to come forward and play the leadership role in conformity with the ideals of Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah. He addressed the faculty, students and staff members of the university.

Chief Justice of Pakistan while receiving souvenirs from VC SMIU

He was fascinated by the quality of education being provided to the students at the Sindh Madressatul Islam University. He also admired the educational environment and the great efforts made by Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh for this university due to which it is in the shape how we see this university now.

"I am very impressed to see the Jinnah Museum, where SMIU has preserved valuable records of our Father of the Nation and national heroes."

Chief Justice of Pakistan.
FOREIGN TRIPS
Sindh Madressatul Islam University delegation on the visit of United Kingdom

SMIU TIMES QUARTERLY

FUTURE LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
by Fiza Riaz & Kanita Anjum

The educational system in South Asia, including Pakistan, has its roots in the United Kingdom. Throughout the history of 130 years, SMIU has produced leaders and laureates. With reference to this background, the VC Dr. Muhammad Ali Shahid decided to give an opportunity of leadership qualities of global environment and the learning atmosphere to the brilliant students of SMIU. Criteria for selection of students were a three pronged evaluation process. The first and prerequisite was procuring a minimum of 3 GPA. The next step was an essay competition, requiring a count of 1000 words within two hours time limit. About 200 eligible students appeared for the test.

This thirteen member group, escorted by some staff members of British Council, landed at Heathrow airport of London on Friday, 5th June 2015 till 10th June 2015. Their first destination in London was Lincoln's Inn, where Quaid-e-Azam had studied law after his education at SMIU. The said group of fortunate individuals visited various universities including University of Dundee, University of Bradford, Nottingham Trent University, University of Nottingham and University of East Anglia. Students submitted on their return that they learnt a lot from those visits. They further expressed their cordial gratitude toward the Vice Chancellor of SMIU, Dr. Muhammad Ali Shahid, adding that it had been a satisfactory trip. They still wanted to stay longer and learn more. Many newspapers published stories about the trip in their newspapers, few of them were: The News, The Nation, Regional Times, Daily Jang, The Finance, Express, Daily News, etc.

SMIU DELEGATION VISITS CHINA

SMIU delegation headed by the Vice Chancellor, Dr. Muhammad Ali Shahid and comprising deans: Dr. Aurangzeb and Dr. Syed Aaf Ali, as well as two female faculty members Dr. Naila Rizvi and Dr. Ambreen Fazal visited Hainan Tropical Ocean University (formerly Qionghai University) finalized the faculty and student exchange programs of the two universities. The President of Hainan Tropical Ocean University (HTOU), Prof. Dr. Wu Yaqing, Vice President (VP), Prof. Guo Jianchun, Director of International cooperation & Exchange WuJing with Deans and Deputy Deans of six different departments welcomed the SMIU delegation.

Delegation with the Vice Chancellor of SMIU at Nottingham University.

Their scripts were transcribed and were sent to three honorable judges including one from the British council, one from the faculty of SMIU and Dr. Ismatuddin N. Deen, director of VM Institute for Education and former principal of St. Joseph’s College for Women and Kinnaird College, Lahore. Finally, the students were shortlisted for the round of competition, their public speaking skills. Students were supposed to speak over a topic given to them randomly for the five minutes. The panel of three judges, supervised by director British Council Mr. Robin Davids, served as a jury. The nine students that were selected include:

- Gul Afroz
- Munir Ahmad
- Mahbub Mahmood
- Mahnoor Pervaiz
- Zahirah Jahan
- Muhammad Arslan Riaz
- Shahroz Rizvi
- Anshul Habib
- Jawad Hassan

The faculty members who accompanied them including Ms Noorish Hussain, Dr. Shamsa Naz, Dr. Aurangzeb, and registrar Mr. Gohar Mughal, alongside with the Vice Chancellor, Prof. Dr. Muhammad Ali Shahid.

After the introduction from both sides the Vice Chancellor, Prof. Dr. M. Ali Shahid expressed his gratitude about the hospitality of the Chinese people and congratulated them having such a beautiful place in China. The Vice Chancellor presented shield to the President.
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SINDH HAINAN UNIVERSITIES FORUM
by Anis Khan

Fourteen Pakistani universities signed MOUs with Chinese universities.

SINDH HAINAN UNIVERSITIES FORUM

President of Hainan University, Prof. Dr. Jian- bao Li, addressed the participants at conference session and said, “There should be a platform where we could share information with each other.” Dr. Muhammad Ali Shahid, Vice Chancellor SMIU, addressed the session admitting that our university—SMIU—was prepared to involve in the mutually conducted research projects and to provide funds equal to our Chinese counterparts. The representatives of both the delegations signed MoUs (Mouandum of understanding) for the student exchange program that would be consisted of 4 to 6 weeks long in which various short courses alongside various expenses related to accommodation will be covered by the universities. The Chairman of Senate, Mian Iraz Zahid, addressed the delegations from both the universities and said, “Educational corridor would play an essential role in forging unity among the nations of Asia.” Justice (retired) Syed Deedar Husain Shah and MFA Ghous Bux Mohar member of SMIU syndicate also spoke on the occasion.

SMIU University organized a national seminar on higher education with the theme of “The Way Forward” in which many Vice Chancellors of different universities of Pakistan were invited to discuss the prospects and limitations of their respective universities. This seminar was held three days having different sessions every day in which vice chancellors suggested as to how the universities are facing financial as well as academic challenges. In concluding session Mr. Nisar Ahmed Khurro, Sindh Minister of Education and Literacy said that higher education was necessary for nation’s progress and development. Hence, more universities should be opened in the country. Mr. Khurro further said that Pakistan was doing well in education sector but still we need to improve our higher education at par with international universities.
FOREIGN TRIPS
Sindh Madressatul Islam University delegation on the visit of United Kingdom

FUTURE LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
by Firoza Rias & Kainaat Arif

The educational system in South Asia, including Pakistan, has its roots in the United Kingdom. Throughout the history of 130 years, SMIU has produced leaders and laureates. With reference to this background, the VC Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh decided to give an opportunity of leadership qualities of global environment and the learning atmosphere to the brilliant students of SMIU. Criteria for selection of students were a three pronged evaluation process. The first and prerequisite was procuring a minimum of 3 GPA. The next step was an essay competition, requiring a count of 1000 words within two hours time limit. About 200 eligible students appeared for the test.

This thirteen member group, escorted by some staff members of British Council, landed at Heathrow airport of London on Friday, 5th June 2015 till 10th June 2015. Their first destination in London was Lincoln’s Inn, where Qudai-e-Azam had studied law after his education at SMU. The said group of fortunate individuals visited various universities including University of Dundee, University of Bradford, Nottingham Trent University, University of Nottingham and University of East Anglia. Students submitted on their return that they learnt a lot from those visits. They further expressed their cordial gratitude toward the Vice Chancellor of SMU, Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh, adding that it had been a satisfactory trip. They still wanted to stay longer and learn more. Many newspapers published stories about the trip in their newspapers, fog of them were: The News, The Nation, Regional Times, Daily Jang, The Finance, Express, Daily News, etc.

SMIU DELEGATION VISITS CHINA

SMIU delegation headed by the Vice Chancellor, Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh and comprising deans: Dr. Aurangzeb and Dr. Syed Aasif Ali, as well as two female faculty members Dr. Naiza Riaz and Dr. Ambreen Fazal visited Hainan Tropical Ocean University (formerly Qingzou University). Finalized the faculty and student exchange programs of the two universities. The President of Hainan Tropical Ocean University [HTOU], Prof. Dr. Wu Yaoling, Vice President [VP], Prof. Guo Jianchun, Director of International cooperation & Exchange WeiJing with Deans and Deputy Dean of six different departments welcomed the SMIU delegation.

Their scripts were transcribed and were sent to three honorable judges including one from the British council, one from the faculty of SMU and Dr. Imaratte L. Dean, director of VM Institute for Education and former principal of St. Joseph’s College for Women and Kinnard College, Lahore. Finally, the students were shortlisted for the next round of competition, their public speaking skills. Students were supposed to speak over a topic given to them randomly for the five minutes. The panel of three judges, supervised by director British Council Mr. Robin Davids, served as a jury. The nine students that were selected include:

Gul Afroz
Malika Nadir
Zahira Jahan
UK
Misbah Mahmood
Mahnoor Pervaiz
Shahroze Rizvi
Ansa Habib
Jawed Hassan

The faculty members who accompanied them including Ms Nazneen Hussain, Dr. Shaista Naz, Dr. Aurangzeb, and registrar Mr. Guzdar Mughal alongside the Vice Chancellor, Prof. Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh.

After the introduction from both sides the Vice Chancellor, Prof. Dr. M Ali Shaikh expressed his gratitude about the hospitality of the Chinese people and congratulated them having such a beautiful place in China. The Vice Chancellor presented shield to the President.
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SMIU in Education Expo

SMIU enters in the educational arena of the city

by M. Asif Khan and Azeem Khan

It is apropos the event, held in “Expo Centre Karachi” with the collaboration of Pakistan’s biggest media house “Jang Group”, where more than 70 national and international institutions took part and displayed their stalls including our historical institution “SMIU”. The event was inaugurated by the provincial Minister of Information, Maula Bux Chandio, on Friday, May 22. Addressing the media, Mr. Chandio highlighted the efforts of his party in promoting education and creating awareness about it. He also added resolve towards such efforts in future as well. He praised the decorations of the stalls of SMIU in particular and the event in general.

Later on, he also visited different stalls which were present at The News Education Expo 2016 including SMIU. As he visited SMIU stall, he admired and praised the institution and described it as one of the most ancient and renowned among the regional institutes. He also lauded the efforts of Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh, Vice Chancellor SMIU, in bringing SMU University to new horizons.

Mr. Chandio’s concluding remarks reiterated the pledge of Government of Sindh towards making education among the top priorities and continuing its support towards educational institutions. He further vowed to continue funding universities to enhance academic and research work in Sindh, also he reiterated the promise to open new universities to cope up the increasing need of the education.

NATIONAL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

Fifty future leaders of SMIU visit Federal Offices of Pakistan

by Sadaf Chishti

National leadership program; a step ahead, or in simpler words a brave and bold initiative of the Vice Chancellor of SMIU. It was inspired by his own endeavors in his student life where he was provided with, and at different occasions, praised for opportunities, in the times when coming around in search of knowledge was mere of passion and ostensibly the only way. However, those times have changed as the world has evolved so much that anything one wants to look for can be found sitting home. Therefore, there needed a revival of such legacy that made available fruitful opportunities and yield new leaders of nation— as had been signature mark of SMIU— producing leaders of tomorrow.

"Life brings tears, smiles and memories. The tears dry and smiles fade, but remembering... it lasts forever." I don’t have words to illustrate my feelings towards those unforgettable days.

Mr. Maula Bux Chandio, Sixth Minister of Information receiving souvenir from the delegation of SMIU along with Vice Chancellor SMIU. Mr. Chandio along with the delegation was welcomed with a standing ovation by the students along with the thumping on the decks. Then it has become the most gratifying and cherished moment of my life.

We were privileged to have a session with Chairman of Senate, Mr. Raza Rabbani. He was candid enough to share with us the ground realities of the various dilemma that our country is facing. He briefed us about the constitution of Pakistan, providing us with a fact sheet to find our way to our rights. The halls of the Supreme Court were a royal treat and we were honored as the Chief Justice of Pakistan. Mr. Aamer Zehra Jamiyuddin conducted two hours long interactive session with the students.

When we were informed that our next stop would be Ministry of Education and Planning, we prepared ourselves to conduct a thorough question and answer session with the officials. Soon after, the Ministry of State for Federal Education and Professional Training, Mr. Babur Gilani-ur-Rehman entered the conference hall, we stood there listening attentively as he addressed. In which he gave us an inspiring and motivational speech to take the reins of the country in coming future.

At all institutes, we were welcomed warmly by the Vice Chancellors and were treated with utmost respect. Without doubt it was a life changing opportunity for me, I have learned and tested numerous skills, one of them is time management as we attended a great deal of events and stops by-a number of reputable places within a pretty packed schedule.

The most important and respectful among those stops was the visit of Parliament House as I could not help tears of joy when the Speaker National Assembly, Mr. Ayaz Sadiq, officially received us in front of various MPA’s of Pakistan. That was, undoubtedly, the proudest moment for me followed by the meetings with many honorable and highly regarded dignitaries like Chief Justice of Pakistan and Chairman of Senate.

Mr. Chandio along with the delegation of SMIU at NDU.

VC of SMIU giving away souvenir to Chief Justice of Pakistan.
SMIU enters in the educational arena of the city

by M. Asadur Khan and Asad Khan

It is apropos the event, held in ‘Expo Centre Karachi’ with the collaboration of Pakistan’s biggest media house “Jang Group”, where more than 70 national and international institutions took part and displayed their stalls including our historical institution “SMIU”. The event was inaugurated by the provincial Minister of Information, Maula Bux Chandio, on Friday, May 22. Addressing the media, Mr. Chandio highlighted the efforts of his party in promoting education and creating awareness about it. He also showed resolve towards such efforts in future as well. He praised the decorations of the stalls of SMIU in particular and the event in general.

Later on, he also visited different stalls which were present at the News Education Expo 2016 including SMIU. As he visited SMIU stall, he admired and praised the institution and described it as one of the most ancient and renowned among the regional institutes. He also lauded the efforts of Dr. Muhammad Ali Shahn, Vice-Chancellor SMIU, in bringing SMU University to new horizons.

Mr. Chandio’s concluding remarks reiterated the pledge of Government of Sindh towards making education among the top priorities and continuing its support towards educational institutes. He further vowed to continue funding universities to enhance academic and research work in Sindh, also he reiterated the promise to open new universities to cope up the increasing need of the education.

NATIONAL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

Fifty future leaders of SMIU visit Federal Offices of Pakistan

by Sadaf Ghizer

His strong character has inspired us in many ways, for he had a religious as well as modern and educated persona. He was teaming with leadership qualities. We also had an amazing interaction with the honorable Federal Ombudsman of Pakistan, Mr. M. Salam Faruqui, as he unfolded the chapters of some historic episodes, in addition to this personal experiences and affiliations with our university. National Defence University was indeed a feast to the eyes as it was established in line with the international standards for international army generals. The visit to a sister university who is new in the field, similar to ours, provided useful insights about the future plans of modern education. We stopped by NUST and along with it we visited various well-known universities i.e. Quaid-e-Azam University, Aligarh Islamic Open University, and Pakistan Institute of Development Economics to name a few.

National leadership program; a step ahead, or in simpler words a brave and bold initiative of the Vice Chancellor of SMIU. It was inspired by his own en- demics in his student life where he was provided with, and at different occasions, praised for opportuni- ties, in the times when roaming around in search of knowledge was more of passion and enthusiasm the only way. However, these times have changed as the world has evolved so much that anything one wants to look for can be found sitting home. Therefore, there needed a revival of such legacy that made available fruitful opportunities and yield new leaders of the nation— as had been signature man of SMIU producing leaders of tomorrow.

"Life brings tears, smiles and memories. The tears dry and smiles fade, but remembering... it lasts forever." I don’t have words to illustrate my feelings towards those unforgettable days.

We were privileged to have a session with Chairman of Senate, Mr. Raza Rabbani. He was kind enough to share with us the ground realities of the various dilemmas that our country is facing. He briefed us about the constitution of Pakistan, providing us with a fact book to find our way to our rights. The Hall of the Supreme Court was a royal treat and we were honored as the Chief Justice of Pakistan, Mr. Asif Zehri Jamali conducted two hours long interactive session with the students. When we were informed that our next stop would be Ministry of Education and Planning, we prepared ourselves to conduct a thorough question and answer session with the officials. Soon after, Minister of State for Federal Education and Professional Training, Mr. Bahargali-Ur-Rehman entered the conference hall, we stood there listening attentively as he addressed us. In which he gave us an inspiring and motivating speech to take the reins of the country in coming future.

As a nation, we were welcomed earnestly by the Vice-Chancellors and were treated with utmost respect. Without doubt it was a life-changing opportunity for me, I have learned and been exposed numerous skills, ones of them is time management as we attended a great deal of events and stopped by a number of reputable places within a pretty packed schedule.

The most important and respectful among these visits was the visit of Parliament House as it could not help tears of joy when the Speaker National Assembly, Mr. Ayaz Sadiq, officially received us in front of various Whips of Pakistan. That was, undoubtedly, the proudest moment for me followed by the meetings with many honorable and highly regarded dignitaries like Chief Justice of Pakistan and Chairman of Senate.
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CELEBRATING INDEPENDENCE DAY

Independence Day being celebrated by SMIU students in the auditorium

by Farhad Rizvi

Passionate students celebrating Independence Day at SMIU

Sindh Maddrassatul Islam University, the alma mater of the founder of Pakistan Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah celebrated 69th Independence Day with patriotic spirit. Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh, Vice Chancellor of SMIU performed flag hoisting ceremony in the premises of the campus. The ceremony was joined by a large number of students from school and university along with the staff and faculty of Sindh Maddrassatul Islam University. The flag hoisting was supported by a performance of National Anthem executed by the band of SMIU Model School’s students. The outside area transformed itself into a flag as all the pupils were dressed in green and white.

SMIU AMBASSADOR PROGRAMME

by Sana Saeed

Sindh Maddrassatul Islam University always comes up with innovative ideas to groom its students to honor that custom, the university has recently introduced ‘SMIU Ambassador Program.’ The vision of SMIU University is to brush up its students’ skills, thus, it’s trying its best to organize such a competition where the pupils are at liberty to choose among the list of books and go through the tests. The ones who prove their mettle, among all the participants, will be named the finest of SMIU’s and honored to be its ambassadors.

Around 166 students have been enrolled in the said competition—71 girls and 95 boys—out of which, a count of 100 students will be designated —50 boys and 50 girls. The ambassadors will then be sent to various national and international tours, as planned by our exalted Vice Chancellor to represent SMIU and participate in all the upcoming official events respectively. The criterion for selection of Ambassadors will involve 3 stages.

1. a) Essay writing/composition,
2. b) Tests out of the prescribed books,
3. c) Declamation contest,
4. d) Panel interview.

The students who will be chosen through the above stages will have a prominent edge over those who did not even bother. Not only that, it is an open competition whose deadline to enroll is to be extended as well, leaving no excuse for those who failed to sign up.

Further onwards the flag hoisting was followed by an event organized by the students of SMIU in Shahianwaz Auditorium. The students showed their patriotism for their beloved country in various manners. Six students delivered exemplary speeches in the trilingual speech session respectively in Sindhi, Urdu and English. Several students sang melodious national songs. The deans of different departments shared their views about the importance of freedom. In the end, the Vice Chancellor delivered the message of ‘taking responsibility of your own self.’ Later he announced a trip to various important and legendary places of Sindh.

SMIU awarded topmost “W”. Category in terms of quality by HEC

Sindh Maddrassatul Islam University has been awarded the topmost “W” category in terms of quality of education by Higher Education Commission of Pakistan (HEC). “W” category was awarded to SMIU by HEC on the basis of multiple parameters including its evaluation of academic programmes.

It must be mentioned over here that Sindh Maddrassatul Islam University was charted by HEC in 2012, but it has emerged as one the best universities of the country led by its Vice Chancellor, Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh.

PINK RIBBON DAY

Media Unit of SMIU organizes Pink Ribbon Day to create awareness of breast cancer.

by Kaifiz Anjum

Pink Ribbon Day was organized by the medical unit of SMIU for the awareness of breast cancer. The event was held at Sir Shahianwaz Bhutto Auditorium of SMIU on October 7, 2015. This event was officiated by Ms. Shehzeen M. Ali.

The event was attended by all the female faculty members along with the female students of SMIU and SMIU Model School. While sharing their views about the event, speakers highlighted the importance of this particular day which serves the purpose of creating awareness about breast cancer and also stressed upon female students to disseminate more information about this disease. Dr. Nazeerah Shaikh, Campus Medical Officer of SMIU, in her presentation, said that there was a lack of awareness among women regarding their health, hence it was a duty of the educated ones to make aware women in their surroundings about health issues. On this day, poster competition was also organized in which students illustrated messages about the breast cancer.

Employees of SMIU were regularized and promoted

Sindh Maddrassatul Islam University has regularized and promoted 43 faculty and staff members of the university. In this respect a ceremony was held on Thursday, February 18, 2016 at Sir Shahianwaz Bhutto Auditorium of the university, where Vice Chancellor Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh distributed orders among them. Amongst the regularized employees 3 were assistant professors, 16 lecturers and 14 staff members, while 10 other employees were promoted to the next grades.
CELEBRATING INDEPENDENCE DAY

Independence Day being celebrated by SMIU students in the auditorium

by Fathal Rizvi

Sindh Madressatul Islam University, the alma mater of the founder of Pakistan Quaid-e-Azeem Muhammad Ali Jinnah celebrated 69th Independence Day with patriotic spirit. Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh, Vice Chancellor of SMIU performed flag hoisting ceremony in the premises of the campus. The ceremony was joined by a large number of students from school and university along with the staff and faculty of Sindh Madressatul Islam University. The flag hoisting was supported by a performance of National Anthem executed by the band of SMIU Model School’s students. The outside area transformed itself into a flag as all the pupils were dressed in green and white.

Further onwards the flag hoisting was followed by an event organized by the students of SMIU in Shahnawaz Auditorium. The students showed their patriotism for their beloved country in various manners. Six students delivered exemplary speeches in the trilingual speech session respectively in Sindhi, Urdu and English. Several students sang melodious national songs. The deans of different departments shared their views about the importance of freedom. In the end, the Vice Chancellor delivered the message of “taking responsibility of your own self.” Later he announced a trip to various important and legendary places of Sindh.

SMIU AMBASSADOR PROGRAMME

by Sameen Soomro

Sindh Madressatul Islam University always comes up with innovative ideas to groom its students to honor that custom, the university has recently introduced “SMIU Ambassador Program.” The vision of SMIU University is to brush up its students’ skills, thus, its trying its best to organize such a competition where the pupils are at the liberty to choose among the list of books and go through the tests. The ones who prove their merit, among all the participants, will be named the finest of SMIU’s and honored to be its ambassadors. Around 166 students have been enrolled in the said competition—71 girls and 95 boys—out of which, a count of 100 students will be designated — 50 boys and 50 girls. The ambassadors will then be sent to various national and international tours, as planned by our exalted Vice Chancellor to represent SMIU and participate in all the upcoming official events respectively. The criterion for selection of ambassadors will involve 3 stages:

1) a) Essay writing/compositions,
b) Tests out of the prescribed books.
2) Declamation contest.
3) Panel interview.

The students who will be chosen through the above stages will have a prominent edge over those who did not even bother. Not only that, it is an open competition whose deadline to enroll-in had to be extended as well, leaving no excuse for those who failed to sign up.

SMIU awarded Topmost “W”. Category in terms of Quality by HEC

Sindh Madressatul Islam University has been awarded the topmost “W” category in terms of quality of education by Higher Education Commission of Pakistan (HEC). “W” category was awarded to SMIU by HEC on the basis of multiple parameters including its evaluation of academic programmes.

It must be mentioned here that Sindh Madressatul Islam University was chartered by HEC in 2012, but it has emerged as one the best universities of the country led by its Vice Chancellor, Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh.

PINK RIBBON DAY

Media Unit of SMIU organizes Pink Ribbon Day to create awareness of breast cancer.

by Kaizan Anjum

Pink Ribbon Day was organized by the medical unit of SMIU for the awareness of breast cancer. The event was held at Sir Shahnawaz Bhutto Auditorium of SMIU on October 7, 2015. This event was officiated by Ms. Reshie M. Ali.

The event was attended by all the faculty members along with the female students of SMIU and SMIU Model School. While sharing their views about the event, speakers highlighted the importance of this particular day which serves the purpose of creating awareness about the breast cancer and also stressed upon female students to disseminate more information about this disease. Dr. Nausheen Shah, Campus Medical Officer of SMIU, in her presentation, said that there was no knowledge among women regarding their health, hence it was a duty of the educated ones to make aware women in their surroundings about health issues. On this day, poster competition was also organized in which students illustrated messages about the breast cancer.

Employees of SMIU were regularized and promoted

Sindh Madressatul Islam University has regularized and promoted 43 faculty and staff members of the university. In this respect a ceremony was held on Thursday, February 18, 2016 at Sir Shahnawaz Bhutto Auditorium of the university, where Vice Chancellor Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh distributed orders among them. Amongst the regularized employees 5 were assistant professors, 16 lecturers and 14 staff members, while 10 other employees were promoted to the next grades.
**ARTS EXHIBITION**

Students' Artwork displayed at the department of Media Studies and Social Sciences

by Solomon Khan

The Department of Media Studies has facilities such as TV Studio, Radio, and photography, and it is highly equipped to showcase the capabilities of its students. Therefore, the Department organizes an exhibition of various works of basic design, photography and drawing which are executed by the students during the semester. Similarly, to exhibit artistic photographs on several genres i.e., street photography, wildlife, brands, buildings, antiques etc. SMU students organized an Art Exhibition in December. The exhibition was held within the premises of the department of Media Studies and Social Sciences. However, outsiders were also allowed to visit and appreciate the work. The ribbon cutting was done by Prof. Dr. Auranzeb, Dean of Business Administration and Media Studies & Social Sciences. The event showcased students’ work related to photography, drawing, basic design and graphics.

**Earth Day Celebration**

The Department of Environmental Sciences celebrated Earth Day at SMU University. Students prepared small posters and displayed them on the departmental notice board. The students were asked to wear green color to create awareness among students. During Earth Day, April 22, 1970 was celebrated as the first Earth Day and marked the beginning of the modern environmental movement. Nowadays this event is celebrated worldwide in more than 193 countries each year on this day. The purpose of this day is to create the environmental awareness.

---

**COLORS OF SMU**

**SPRING FESTIVAL 2016**

by Fateema Mubarak

Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh honored second term as Vice Chancellor of SMU University

The Governor Sindh Dr. Isratul Ebad Khan, who is also Chancellor of Sindh Madressatul Islam University, has appointed Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh as Vice Chancellor of Sindh Madressatul Islam University (SMU) for second term on recommendation of Chief Minister Sindh, Syed Qaim Ali Shah. Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh has been serving as the Vice Chancellor of SMU since February 2012 and his first term was to end this month. The appointment has been made in accordance with the Sindh Madressatul Islam University Act 2011, which has provision of granting another term of the office for four years to the incumbent Vice Chancellor. Earlier, Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh called on the Chief Minister Sindh, where he briefed him about the progress so far made by this newly established University. He informed the Chief Minister that SMU has entered in several international collaborations as well as achieved the highest “W” category by the Higher Education Commission regarding the quality and assurance parameters of teaching and research.

The Chief Minister Sindh highly appreciated the services rendered by Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh and imposed full confidence in his efforts to bring SMU back to its old glory.

Sindh Madressatul Islam University—Quaid-e-Azam’s alma mater— initially started out as a school where Muhammad Ali Jinnah received his school education. Sir Hassan Ali Effendi originally built the institute for the Muslim majority of Sindh, who, until that time, had been deprived of one. The school later was upgraded to high school (college) as Quaid-e-Azam indicated the desire, after Pakistan earned its independence, and only recently, the esteemed SMU earned its own charter and has been successfully identified to be a university ever since offering various BS and MS degree programs. The incorporation that SMU has produced over the century still manage to inspire the present-day students and also the teachers to finess their pupils’ talents. The comparison of SMU with its early period would only demonstrate how similar the structure and architecture has been designed. However, to compete with the contemporary teaching and training system, the students have been provided with the best of facilities which make SMU stands out in many ways.

To name a few, air-conditioned class rooms with projectors and computers, up to date library technical support, ample coverage of WI-FI, computer labs with advanced machines, local, national and international educational visits etc. In the busy and traditional educational environment, extracurricular and other recreational activities sound only logical and in fact necessary to keep the students (and teachers as well) interested and motivated.

Thus to fulfill the requirement, SMU routine organizes spring festival and in addition to this, the student societies arrange numerous events with internal and outsourced participations and performances. Several events included singing competition, cultural walk, guest speakers, Manchhara (poetry) featured events, sports— tug of war, cricket, 100m race & football. The three days festival has three different kinds of highlighted activities i.e. Pendal activities (performances), ground activities (sports) and banned activities under specific societies. The winners, in all the aforementioned events, received a trophy and certificates which were distributed voluntarily in organizing the said events, their support is gratified with plausible appreciation and official certificates offered by the worthy Vice Chancellor of SMU. Prof. Dr. Muhammad Ali Shaikh. The motivation and enthusiasm these events entail are

---

More often than not, one will find students enthusiastic to have more of these events, the excitement and fun that is lagging along justifies it all. In addition to this, the discussions of the shared memories are just inexplicably joyful. After the recent and successful festival, the memories are still as fresh as if it just happened a day or week back and students are already planning to make the next one even more intriguing and overwhelming.
ARTS EXHIBITION
Students’ Artwork displayed at the department of Media Studies and Social Sciences

by Salma Khan

Faculty members and students with Dean Faculty of Management, Business Administration & Commerce during the exhibition at SMIU.

Department of Media Studies has facilities such as TV Studio, Radio, and photography, and it is highly equipped to showcase the capabilities of its students. Therefore, the Department organizes an exhibition of various works of basic design, photography and drawing which are executed by the students during the semester. Similarly, to exhibit artistic photographs on several genres i.e. street photography, wildlife, brands, buildings, antiques etc. SMIU students organized an Art Exhibition last December. The exhibition was held within the premises of the department of Media Studies and Social Sciences. However, outsiders were also allowed to visit and appreciate the work. The ribbon cutting was done by Prof. Dr. Anwarzeh, Dean Faculty of Business Administration and Media Studies & Social Sciences. The event showcased students’ work related to photography, drawing, basic design and graphics.

Earth Day Celebration

The Department of Environmental Sciences celebrated Earth Day at SMU University. Students prepared small posters and displayed them on the departmental notice board. The students were asked to wear green color to create awareness among students regarding Earth Day. April 22, 1970 was celebrated as the first Earth Day and marked the beginning of the modern environmental movement. Nowadays this event is celebrated worldwide in more than 193 countries each year on this day. The purpose of this day is to create the environmental awareness.

COLORS OF SMIU

SPRING FESTIVAL 2016

by Falaknaz Mahmood

Vice Chancellor of SMU, Prof. Dr. Muhammad Ali Shafiq launching Spring Festival

Sindh Madressatul Islam University—Quaid-e-Azam’s alma mater—initially started out as a school where Muhammad Ali Jinnah received his school education. Sir Hassam Ali Effendi originally built the institute for the Muslim majority of Sindh, who, until that time, had been deprived of one. The school later was upgraded to high school (college) as Quaid-e-Azam indicated the desire, after Pakistan earned its independence, and only recently, the esteemed SMU earned its own charter and has been successfully identified to be a university ever since offering various BS and MS degree programs. The laureates that SMU has produced over the century still manage to inspire the present-day students and also the teachers to finess their pupils’ talents. The comparison of SMU with its early period would only demonstrate how similar the structure and architecture has been designed. However to compete with the contemporary teaching and training system, the students have been provided with the best of facilities which make SMU stands out in many ways. To name a few; air conditioned class rooms with projectors and computers, up to date library technical support, ample coverage of Wi-Fi, computer labs with advanced machines, local, national and international educational visits etc. In the busy and traditional educational environment, extracurricular and other recreational activities sound only logical and in fact necessary to keep the students (and teachers as well) interested and motivated. Thus to fulfill the requirement, SMU routine- ly organizes spring festival and in addition to this, the student societies arrange numerous events with internal and outsourced participations and performances. Several events included singing competition, cultural walk, guest speakers, Mushaira (poetry) features, events, sports – tug of war, cricket, 100m race & football. The three days festival has three different kinds of highlighted activities i.e. Pencil activities (performances), ground activities (sports) and banned activities under specific societies. The winners, in all of the aforementioned events, received awards and trophies and those who participated voluntarily in organizing the said events, their support is gratified with plausible appreciation and official certificates offered by the worthy Vice Chancellor of SMIU. Prof. Dr. Muhammad Ali Shafiq. The motivation and enthusiasm these events entail are incomparable as they inspire one’s confidence and their desire to perform well and better than before. The ambition, competitiveness that comes with the participation makes all the efforts seem so stress-free and worthy. Students get to reveal their otherwise hidden and less admired skills and talents and awe all the spectators. At all, spring festival, accommodating all the possible extra-curricular activities, is an experience one cannot afford to miss. To instigate this description, I would elaborate further with the obligations of communities whose members are actually elected by students. There is an Art Society, Drama Society, Debating Society, Community Services Society, Science Society and Sports Society. These societies organize, respectively, different programs in the festival. Having the liberty within mapped limits to employ as much volunteers as required alongside some other authorities.

More often than not, one will find students enthusiastic to have more of these events, the excitement and fun that is lagging strengthes it all. In addition to this, the discussions of the shared memories are just inexplicably joyful. After the recent and successful festival, the memories are still as fresh as if it just happened a day or week back and students are already planning to make the next one even more intriguing and overwhelming.
**Distinction of Student**

**PROFILE**

"I, Hasnain Ali Banani, in capacity of being SMIU student, have put in my best to serve and represent my institute for I belong here. My fellow students, for consecutive two years, have elected me to be the president of the Arts society, along with my whole team. While on the outside, I’ve been chosen as an ambassador for the Express Education for two straight years. When it comes to my personal goals and their accomplishments, I - being a Media Studies and Social Sciences student - have got my short film named for Phoenix Melbourne Film Festival - 2015 where only eight movies across entire Pakistan were to be shortlisted. Another of my short films ‘Game of Mind’ made it to third in IBT BIZTEK Film Festival. In addition to this, a documentary I had made won yet another award in Express Education Expo. After this I realized this was just the beginning of something extraordinary as I have bigger plans and even bigger dreams to turn into reality now.

Hasnain Ali Banani (HAB FILMS)
DEPARTMENTAL NEWS
Walkthrough of few Highlights of different aspects in SMIU

NTS Scholarship Winner
Two students from SMU University have been awarded NTS Scholarship Program 2016. The students belong to Department of Environmental Sciences. Mr. Muhammad Obaid Afzal and Salman Ali student of MS 2nd and 3rd semester respectively qualified for the scholarship this year. The scholarship is being awarded for one year and it is being funded by the National Testing Service, Islamabad Pakistan.

Honor of SMU Student
The student of the Computer Science Department, Karwan Iqbal, won 1st prize in the 16th Alama Iqbal Shield All Pakistan Declamation Contest arranged by the HEC. This competition was conducted at regional level initially to select contestants for the final round. Karwan Iqbal succeeded in the first two rounds hence she has been selected for the final round to be held in Islamabad. Students of Department of Computer Science actively participate in extra-curricular activities and this is testament to it.

BS (CS)'s Accreditation Program by NCEAC
The Bachelor of Studies (BS) Program of Department of Computer Science has been approved and accredited by NCEAC and rated under category X. This is a great success at this stage for the Department of Computer Science in such a short period of time. The credit has been given to NCEAC coordination team of Computer Science Department at SMU, under the supervision of Dean Dr. Syed Asif Ali.

Awareness Seminar on Environment
A seminar on “Aqauatic, Air and Thermal Pollution” was arranged by Department of Environmental Sciences at SMU University. Professor Dr. Javed Mustaqeem, Ex-Director of the Center of Excellence in Marine Biology, University of Karachi, and visiting professor at Department of Environmental Studies shared his knowledge on aquatic pollution with the MS students of Environmental Sciences. He focused on the air and thermal pollution and their effects on living beings. He also discussed different techniques to monitor aquatic pollution. The session proved extremely informative and helpful for the research work.

Sindh Madressatul Islam University and Lasbela University signed MoU
Dr Muhammad Ali Shahkh, Vice Chancellor of SMU and Prof. Dr. Dost Muhammad Baloch, Vice Chancellor of Lasbela University signed the MoU regarding cooperation in Exchange of faculty members, research personnel and graduate and under graduate students for study and research, joint educational, academic, training and research activities, participation in seminars, academic meetings, provision of research trainings and course work for M.Phil students, supervision of PhD students at specialized fee structure, exchange of administrative managers/coordinators and training and development of administrative and academic staff. On this occasion, Dr. Muhammad Ali Shahkh said that he had always welcomed this kind of cooperation that would be beneficial for both the universities of Sindh and Balochistan.
10 students of SMIU embarking for internship under China student exchange programme

Sindh Madressatul Islam University's first group of final year students comprising 10 principal candidates will go to China's Hainan Tropical Ocean University, located in its Hainan province for 5 -Weeks Internship Program, from September 2016. The Hainan Tropical Ocean University will bear their accommodation and tuition fees, and tickets will be provided by SMIU. while food, medicines, laundry and other personal expenditures will be incurred by the students. The selected fortunate students are: Shahryar Khan, Umair Khan, Muhammad Danial Waseem, Atif Fayaz and Masoor Manzoor Chando from Department of Computer Science, Mohsin Abbas, Muhammad Arsalan and Navin Kumar from Department of Business Administration, Hasnain Ali and Arshman Naseer from Department of Media Studies and Social Sciences. The remaining shortlisted students will go to China in the second phase. Dr Muhammad Ali Shaikh, Vice Chancellor of SMIU has said that this will be a first group of SMIU that is going abroad for internship programme. We are trying to give world exposure to our students along with the modern education at the campus. Vice Chancellor of SMIU further said that we are creating lot of opportunities for study and research work for SMIU students and faculty members in the foreign partner universities. He hoped that the selected students will learn new things from China and are a time-tested friend of Pakistan and on their return their motherland, they will continue to deliver their best to their fellow students. Good luck to all the champions of SMIU.

Vice Chancellor with students and faculty members due to embark to China for five weeks internship program in September.
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